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IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER 
 

1. This document is intended for the sole use of the Customer as detailed on the front page of this document to whom the document 
is addressed and who has entered into a written agreement with the PVEL entity issuing this document (“PVEL”). To the extent 
permitted by law, PVEL nor any group company (the "Group") assumes any responsibility whether in contract, tort including 
without limitation negligence, or otherwise howsoever, to third parties (being persons other than the Customer), and no company 
in the Group other than PVEL shall be liable for any loss or damage whatsoever suffered by virtue of any act, omission or default 
(whether arising by negligence or otherwise) by PVEL, the Group or any of its or their servants, subcontractors or agents. This 
document must be read in its entirety and is subject to any assumptions and qualifications expressed therein as well as in any 
other relevant communications in connection with it. This document may contain detailed technical data which is intended for use 
only by persons possessing requisite expertise in its subject matter.  

 
2. This document is protected by copyright and may only be reproduced and circulated in accordance with the Document 

Classification and associated conditions stipulated or referred to in this document and/or in PVEL’s written agreement with the 
Customer. No part of this document may be disclosed in any public offering memorandum, prospectus or stock exchange listing, 
circular or announcement without the express and prior written consent of PVEL. A Document Classification permitting the 
Customer to redistribute this document shall not thereby imply that PVEL have any liability to any recipient other than the 
Customer. 

 
3. This document has been produced from information relating to dates and periods referred to in this document. This document 

does not imply that any information is not subject to change. Except and to the extent that checking or verification of information 
or data is expressly agreed within the written scope of its services, PVEL shall not be responsible in any way in connection with 
erroneous information or data provided to it by the Customer or any third party, or for the effects of any such erroneous 
information or data whether or not contained or referred to in this document.  

 
4. Any energy forecasts estimates or predictions are subject to factors not all of which are within the scope of the probability and 

uncertainties contained or referred to in this document and nothing in this document guarantees any particular wind speed or 
energy output. 
 

KEY TO DOCUMENT CLASSIFICATION 

Strictly Confidential : For disclosure only to named individuals within the Customer’s 
organization. 

Private and Confidential : For disclosure only to individuals directly concerned with the subject 
matter of the document within the Customer’s organization. 

Commercial in Confidence : Not to be disclosed outside the Customer’s organization. 

PVEL only : Not to be disclosed to non-PVEL staff. 

Customer’s Discretion : 

Distribution for information only at the discretion of the Customer (subject 
to the above Important Notice and Disclaimer and the terms of PVEL’s 
written agreement with the Customer). 

Published : Available for information only to the general public (subject to the above 
Important Notice and Disclaimer). 
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1 Executive Summary 
Northern Electric Power Co. (NEP) retained PVEL, LLC (“PVEL”) to perform third-party independent 
performance and reliability qualification testing. This Final Engineering Report evaluates the NEP PVG-2-L 
module-level rapid shutdown device (MLRSD).  

5 RSD devices were subjected to the powered thermal cycling test with 2 solar array simulators pushing PV 
power into each of the RSD. Throughout the 200 thermal cycles, the DuT remained operational throughout the 
test with no mis-operation nor derate.  

 
Figure 1-1: Last 5 Days of TC200 

The same 5 RSD devices were then subjected to a thermal shutdown validation by ramping up the temperature 
from its maximum operating temperature until the RSDs automatically shutdown. The first RSD began shutting 
down at 112.5°C and the last RSD shutdown at 117.5°C. Once the ambient temperature fell below the 
maximum operating temperature, the RSD’s turned back on and the system continued to output power.  

 
Figure 1-2: Thermal Shutdown Results 
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An RSD was subjected to a localized flame in order to observe the RSD’s response to a flame. Throughout the test, the 
RSD remained operational even while the plastic enclosure of the RSD was melting.  

Upon removal the of the flame source, the plastic enclosure quickly stopped burning.  

 

 

Figure 1-3: Flame / Burn Test in Progress  
 

 

Figure 1-4: Post Flame / Burn Test 
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2 Test Plan Overview 
This report outlines the TC200 reliability test and thermal shutdown validation test performed on the NEP PVG-
2-L MLRSD. The testing sequence aims to validate the MLRSD’s performance over the reliability and validation 
tests to better understand operational advantages, while providing design feedback and supporting datasets on 
design and performance deficiencies. 

 
Figure 2-1: Test plan process diagram 

 
This evaluation focuses on a series of indoor (laboratory) tests to monitor the RSDs’ capability to remain 
operational throughout the thermal cycling accelerated age testing profile as well as to validate the RSDs’ ability 
to shut down upon an over temperature event. An explanation of each test is provided along with a description 
of the setup, equipment used to evaluate the results, and a short analysis of the inverter’s performance. 
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2.1 Test Population 

The NEP PVG-2-L PV device, presented in Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3, is the module-level rapid shutdown 
device (RSD).   

 

Figure 2-2: NEP PV Guard RSD 
 
 

 

Figure 2-3: NEP PV Guard RSD 
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Table 2-1 details the testing population.   
 

Table 2-1 Test Population Summary 

Test DuT Serial Number Model Number 
1 32110-110552d0-U PVG-2-L 

2 32110-11056AE0-U PVG-2-L 

3 32110-11055830-U PVG-2-L 

4 32110-11056E80-U PVG-2-L 

5 32110-11056900-U PVG-2-L 
 

 

2.2 Powered Thermal Cycling  

During the powered thermal cycling test, each RSD is powered by 2 ETS80 solar array simulators (SAS) which 
feeds into the CPS inverter. Power is monitored from the ETS80 and at the string output.  

 
Figure 2-4: DuT Setup  
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The thermal cycling test exposed the RSDs to rapid changes in environmental temperatures known to induce 
thermal cyclic fatigue on specific connections and components, including solder joints and PCBs. The 
temperature was cycled between -40 °C and 85 °C, as detailed in Figure 2-5,a total of two-hundred (200) times.  

 
Figure 2-5: IEC 61215-2 2016 Thermal Cycling Profile 

2.3 Thermal Shutdown Validation 

The NEP PVG-2-L has a built in function that allows the RSD to shut down in the event of an over-temperature 
event. According to the datasheet below, the NEP PVG-2-L operating temperature range is between -40°C and 
85°C.  
Testing begins at the maximum operating temperature during normal operations and ramps up at 1°C per 
minute. Voltage, current, and temperature are continually measured to pinpoint the temperatures at which the 
RSDs’ begin to open its relays and halt operations.   
 

 

Figure 2-6: NEP PVG Datasheet 
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2.4 Flame / Burn Test 

The flame / burn test is a quick safety test that characterizes the RSDs’ response to fires. A butane torch 
applies high heat and flame to a localized point on the RSD to validate the RSDs’ enclosure protection.  

During the flame / burn test, the system is in normal operations.  
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3 Test Results 

3.1 Powered Thermal Cycling 

During the powered thermal cycling reliability test, the DuT are placed in an environmental chamber that can 
simulate high thermal stress environments.  

Powered thermal cycling exposes the RSDs to a rapidly cycling temperature environment between -40°C and 
85°C while the DuT are operating. The temperature is cycled 10 times per day over 20 days. During this 
reliability test, voltage and current is logged to observe the RSDs’ response to temperature cycling stress.  

Over the 200 thermal cycles, the RSDs continued to output power with no sign of mis-operation. Refer to Figure 
3-1 through Figure 3-4 for the thermal cycling temperature and power graphs.   

 

 
Figure 3-1: Thermal Cycling First 24 Hours 

 
 
 

*Operational Note: During testing, 1 out of 5 RSD did not receive the full voltage and current throughout the test due to test equipment 

malfunction. Once the test equipment was resolved, the individual RSD returned to full operations for the remainder of the test. Data and 

graph represent the 4 out of 5 RSD that received the full voltage and current throughout the test. Dip in MPPT may be due to PVEL test 

equipment malfunction. 
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Figure 3-2: Thermal Cycling First 5 Days 

 

 
Figure 3-3: Thermal Cycling Day 5 to Day 10 

 
 

*Operational Note: During testing, 1 out of 5 RSD did not receive the full voltage and current throughout the test due to test equipment 

malfunction. Once the test equipment was resolved, the individual RSD returned to full operations for the remainder of the test. Data and 

graph represent the 4 out of 5 RSD that received the full voltage and current throughout the test. Dip in MPPT may be due to PVEL test 

equipment malfunction.  
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Figure 3-4: Thermal Cycling Day 10 to Day 15 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3-5: Thermal Cycling Day 15 to Day 20 

 
 

*Operational Note: During testing, 1 out of 5 RSD did not receive the full voltage and current throughout the test due to test equipment 

malfunction. Once the test equipment was resolved, the individual RSD returned to full operations for the remainder of the test. Data and 

graph represent the 4 out of 5 RSD that received the full voltage and current throughout the test. Dip in MPPT may be due to PVEL test 

equipment malfunction. 
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3.2 Thermal Shutdown Validation 

Thermal Shutdown Validation tests the RSDs’ ability to shutdown during an over-temperature event as well as 
its ability to restart once the temperature returns to its operating temperature range.  

Testing begins during normal operations and at the maximum operating temperature of the DuT (85°C). The 
ambient temperature is increased at a rate of 1°C per minute until the RSDs shutdown.  

Beginning at 112.50°C, individual RSDs began shutting down. Shown in Figure 3-6, the string voltage stepped 
down as each RSD opened their circuits. The final RSD shutdown at 117.54°C. Thermocouples are applied to 
RSDs using Kapton tape. 

 

 

Figure 3-6: Thermal Shutdown Temperature vs Voltage 
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Figure 3-7: Thermal Shutdown Temperature vs Current 
 
 

 

Figure 3-8: Thermal Shutdown Temperature vs Power 
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Once the thermal shutdown test concluded, the chamber doors were opened to allow the ambient temperature 
to gradually approach room temperature. As the RSDs cooled down, they returned to normal operations as the 
RSD temperature went below the maximum operating temperature (85°C).  

The first RSDs began turning on at an average temperature of 81.99°C and the final RSD turned on at an 
average temperature of 75.44°C.  

 

 

Figure 3-9: Restart Operations Once Temperature Reaches Operating Range 
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3.3 Flame / Burn Test 

The flame / burn test is a quick safety test that characterizes the RSDs’ respond to fires. A butane torch applies 
high heat and flame to a localized point on the RSD to validate the RSDs’ enclosure protection.  

Throughout the test, the unit continued to operate while the plastic RSD enclosure was melting.  
*Operational Note: This Flame / Burn Test is a quick test which is not equivalent to a field fire 

 

 

Figure 3-10: Flame / Burn Test in Progress 
 

Upon removal of the flame, the unit did not continue to burn.  

 
Figure 3-11: RSD Enclosure Once Flame Source was Removed 
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Appendix 
NEP PVG-2-L Datasheet 
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CPS Inverter Datasheet 
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About PVEL 
 
PVEL is the leading reliability and performance testing lab for downstream solar project developers, financiers, 
and asset owners and operators around the world. With nearly ten years of experience and accumulated data, 
PVEL conducts testing that demonstrates solar technology bankability. Its trusted, independent reports replace 
assumptions about solar equipment performance with quantifiable metrics that enable efficient solar project 
financing and development. The PVEL network connects all major PV and storage manufacturers with 300+ 
global downstream partners representing 30+ gigawatts of buying power. PVEL’s mission is to support the 
worldwide PV downstream buyer community by generating data that accelerates adoption of solar technology. 
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